
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 4th 
THEME Wear your favorite brand/dance group or rep your home state 

12-1 Doors Open | Check in and Registration start  
Demos, Photos with Instructors, Social Dance Warm Up, Open Floor time with Instructors 

Country Nomads Floor Southern Soul Floor 

1-150

Tricks and Dips 
Red Dirt Dancing
ALL LEVEL - ALL STYLE class Let’s kick off Shoreline with a 
bang!! We will teach you different tricks and dips that can be 
used in two step, west coast swing, bar coast and more! Be 
sure to join us! We have a special surprise for those that 
attend! 

INT/ADV LINE DANCE: 
OFF THE CHAIN (64 counts/2 walls)
CHOREOGRAPHER: Fred Whitehouse
Instructor: Southern Soul 

2-250

Country Swing Combo HIP HOP FUSION
Dance with Gabe and Dance with Danya
Learn to use groovy movements with different parts of your 
body and add it to your country swing. You will learn to create 
space and be creative with your partners to do different types 
of movements and make your dance stand out. 

INTERMEDIATE LINE DANCE:
Sounds Like Something I'd Do (64 counts/4walls)
CHOREOGRAPHERS: Satu Ketallapper and Adia Dance
Instructor: Adia Dance

3-350

What makes Country Swing Country Swing
Gabriel Dubois and Kenzie K Dance
This class is for all levels wether you are just starting or have 
danced for a while and want to deeply understand Country 
Swing. Leave knowing the basics of how the dance is 
performed and how to tell if what you are doing is Country 
Swing. If you ever feel like something is off and you cant put 
yourfinger on it this class will help clarifiy what is going on. 

IMPROVER LINE DANCE:
DOUBLE D (Duck Dynasty) (32 counts/4 walls)
CHOREOGRAPHERS:  Trevor Thornton

INTERMEDIATE LINE DANCE:
No Body (32counts/4walls)
CHOREOGRAPHER: Scott Blevins and Jo Thompson Szymanski

Instructor: Dancing with Trevor

4-450

Two Minute Tune Ups
All Level! Each instructor will work 1-1 with students for 2-3 
minutes on any topic the student wants to focus on or based 
on what they feel/see. You can line up to work with as many 
instructors as there is time for, you can usually see 3+ 
instructors. You can come by on your own or with a partner. 
Lead and Follow feedback provided. 

INTERMEDIATE LINE DANCE:
The Bounce (32 counts/4 wall)
CHOREOGRAPHER: Scott Blevins/Jo Thompson Szymanski
Instructor: Boot Scootin'

GROUP DINNER TBD 
Bar reopens at 7pm with lessons and social dancing. 

Comeption Schedule coming soon 



SATURDAY NOVEMBER 5th
THEME RED NECKER THAN YOU! (Red Neck Parade/Contest during Social/Evening)

930-1030 Registration, Intros
Demos, Photos with Instructors, Social Dance Warm Up, Open Floor Feedback with Instructors 

Country Nomads Floor Southern Soul Floor 

1030-11

Country Swing switching roles 
Tamara (Lead) Gabriel Dubois (Follow)
All Levels class Where Leads learn how to follow and follows 
learn how to lead. Understanding the other roll allows for 
dancers to better understand what is needed from their 
partners and how to communicate and understand 
movements effectively. This class will be fun while everyone 
attemps to perform basic movemnts from the other 
perspective.

Two Step
Red Dirt Dancing
Beginner/Intermediate Two Step We will start with the basics, onto a 
basic beginner move, then into a fun intermediate combo! As the 
class goes on, the difficulty will increase, but don’t worry - this class 
has something for everybody and we will walk you through it all! 

11-1150

All Three CS Timing Varations and Styling for the Basic 
Three
Gabriel Dubois and Adia Dance 
All Levels - This timing class is where we go over the variation 
of Country Swings rhythm. Country Swing has for a long time 
been centered around dancing around music. With the 
addition of competitions timing has become a interesting 
variable. Country Swing and done to all musics and in this 
class youll understand why and how.

IMP LINE DANCE: 
Rodeo (32 count/4 wall)
CHOREOGRAPHER: Alexis Chavez/Sabrina Schneider
Instructor: Boot scootin'

12-1250

Steals and Switches 
The Gabe's and Dance with Danya 
Upper Level - In this class you will learn how to steal partners 
during a dance flowing with the music and insuring you keep 
the dance going. Stealing allows all dancers to have a chance 
to dance during bithday songs rather than waiting for a pass 
off. Then learn how to swap rolls while dancing smoothly 
utiilzing what you learned in the Country Swing switching rolls 
class

INT/ADV CHACHA LINE DANCE: 
Cyber Drop (64 counts/2 walls)
CHOREOGRAPHER: Fred Whitehouse/Shane McKeever
Instructor: Dancing with Trevor

1-150

LUNCH and Two Minute Tune Ups
All Level! Each instructor will work 1-1 with students for 2-3 
minutes on any topic the student wants to focus on or based 
on what they feel/see. You can line up to work with as many 
instructors as there is time for, you can usually see 3+ 
instructors. You can come by on your own or with a partner. 
Lead and Follow feedback provided.

Line Dance RECAP & REVIEW
Boot Scootin' and Dancing with Trevor
Off the Chain
Sounts Like Something I'd Do
Double D 
No Body 
The Bounce 
Rodeo 
Cyber Drop

2-250

Lifts 101 
Red Dirt Dancing
Lifts 101 ALL LEVEL - ALL STYLE Partner recommended, not 
required. This class will focus on lifts below the shoulder and 
we will likely rotate partners. We will cover how to prepare for 
bigger lifts, base/flyer technique and most importantly how to 
dance in and out of lifts! 

Spins and Turns for Partner Dancing and Line Dance
Adia Dance and Kenzie K Dance 
Improve your balance, direction, and styling for both line and partner 
dancing. Add spicy and personal style and get the tips and tricks on 
how to stand out and take your dancing to the next level.  

3-350
Follow Styling
Kacee, Adia Dance, Dance with Danya, 
Kenzie K Dance, Sarah

Mens Footwork and Styling
Dancing with Trevor, Dance with Gabe, Gabriel Dubois, and Chris  

4-450

2 Advanced Trick Moves (no lifts) 
Gabriel Dubois & Kacee Crandall, 
Gabriel Sebatian & Dance with Danya
Gabriel Dubois and Kacee Crandall will teaching an advanced 
move and Dance with US (Gabe and Danya) will be teaching 
an advanced move 

INT/ADV HUSTLE LINE DANCE: 
TGIF (32 counts/4 wall)
CHOREOGRAPHER: Jo Thompson Szymanski
Instructor: Boot Scootin'

STAFF DINNER 5:30pm TBD 
Truck pull doors open at 5pm in Parking lot. Bar opens at 7pm for social dancing. 

Competition schedule coming soon



SUNDAY NOVEMBER 6th
THEME ShoreLINE or other KICKSTART Country Event Shirt (Drawing through out the day for prizes)

10-11 Registration, Intros, meet and greet
Demos, Photos with Instructors, Social Dance Warm Up 

Country Nomads Floor Southern Soul Floor 

11-1150 Stretching and Body Isolation Warm Up 
Kenzie K Dance 

Footwork Drills Warm Up 
The Gabes

12-1250

Prep Step & Baseball throws
The Gabes and Adia Dance 
Baseball throws require technique and an understanding of 
momentum. Learn to use your partners connection and 
momentum to safely execute baseball throws and add them to 
your dance. 

HIGH INT LINE DANCE: 
INFECTIOUS (48 counts/2 wall)
CHOREOGRAPHER: Satu Kettellapper/EWS Winson
Instructor: Boot Scootin'

1-150

Hijacking and influencing the dance
The Gabes and Dance with Danya
Upper level - Follows learn how to hijack within your dancing 
allowing you a moment to influence the dance and showcase 
your style and personal flair. Leads learn how to take a back 
seat and react to the follow creating something between your 
partner that is purely amazing.

Two Step 
Adia Dance
Learn fun moves that will get you confidently quick quick slow 
slowing through crowd and around the dance floor while wowing 
your dance partner! This will be an BEG/INT class focusing on some 
patterns and techniques commonly missed in social dancing. 

2-250

Lunch - Sit Down Class:
Dance with Gabe and Dance with Danya 
"Dance with Us"
Sit down and learn how to find the 1s in the music and 
breaking down ways to make it easier to make that huge move 
on time for the drop

Lunch - Sit Down Class:
How to Write a Stepsheet and Line Dance Terminology 
with Dancing with Trevor

3-350

Lift 102
Red Dirt Dancing
Lifts 102 Intermediate level * Partner required * This class will 
focus on lifts ABOVE the shoulder. We will cover how to 
prepare for bigger lifts, base/flyer intermediate technique and 
most importantly how to dance in and out of those big lifts!

IMP/INT LINE DANCE: 
HONKY TONK FLOORS (32 counts/4 wall)
CHOREOGRAPHER: Tara Bianco/Mackenzie Kiester
Instructor: Kenzie K Dance

4-450

Two Minute Tune Ups
All Level! Each instructor will work 1-1 with students for 2-3 
minutes on any topic the student wants to focus on or based 
on what they feel/see. You can line up to work with as many 
instructors as there is time for, you can usually see 3+ 
instructors. You can come by on your own or with a partner. 
Lead and Follow feedback provided. 

INT LINE DANCE: 
THE VIBE (32 counts/4 wall)
CHOREOGRAPHER: Tim Johnson
Instructor: Dancing with Trevor

AFTERPARTY TBD


